The  Precision Medicine and the Future of Cancer project was jointly conceived by the Innovation School at Glasgow School of Art and the Institute of Cancer Sciences at the University of Glasgow.
Graduating year Product Design students from the Innovation School were presented with a challenge-based project to produce a vision of the future based on current trends that relate to Precision Medicine(PM) and Cancer treatment. This project involved working closely with scientists, clinicians, patients, industry and academic professionals from Glasgow University, staff at Queen Elizabeth University Hospital and Clinical Innovation Zone, staff at Beatson West of Scotland Cancer Centre, Patient Representatives and external design experts from Studio AndThen and GOODD design consultancy. The objective of this project was to investigate, in both analytical and speculative ways, future forms and functions of cancer treatment and care in relation to Precision Medicine, to develop future scenarios and design artefacts, services, and the experiences associated with them. 
The Individual stage saw students explore their own response to the world that had been defined in the collaborative stage 1 of the project. Each student developed their own response to the initial research by iteratively creating a design outcome that was appropriate to the subject matter. This culminated in each student creating a designed product/service/experience relating to the future scenario. 
Included below is a description of each students’ work. Stage 2 data folders are named for the appropriate student. 

Adrianna Mozel: 
Due to the advancements in Precision Medicine, more cancer types will be treated as chronic, rather than terminal however, the stigma around cancer still exists in our society. Moot tries to tackle the cancer taboo by creating a tangible, visible representation of cancers (mutations) that are unique to each patient. Moot through liquid biopsy provides the customer with a simplified model of the patient’s mutation. The modular structure can be further customised depending on the treatment progress. Having a physical model of one’s mutation has the potential to change the relationship between the patient and their disease. The objects serve as a conversational tool between the family members and even strangers. The brand also takes into consideration that some cancers remain terminal and generates empathy through the objects’ semantics.

Aleksandra Kaleta-Pyrek:
Biosence, 2029. In order to be the most effective precision medicine, it requires data about our genes, lifestyle and environment. Now, when epidemiology has been developed and geomedicine is a part of our health record, the complex relationships between the environment and human health have been investigated. Biosence is a healthcare system using technological devices to collect new data about the environment we live in. By measuring factors that we breathe, consume and are exposed to. The research from this program may contribute to increased awareness of our global commons, precision medicine development and cancer prevention.

Alexander Lister:
The Panoptic Choicagraph Machine (PCM) imagines the future of 2028 in which an effort to develop cheaper and faster strategies for medicine manufacture means pharmaceutical companies utilise genetically engineered chickens to develop cancer fighting proteins for personalised medicine drugs. Through the eyes of Sandra, a patient who has been recently diagnosed with cancer, I imagine her enrolment in an experimental trial for biosimilar drugs. Using Michel Foucault’s theory on Panopticism, in which he addresses the relationship between power and knowledge in a disciplinary society of surveillence, I have developed a co-design treatment framework and tool that reimagine the power relationship between the public and the industry. This project explores Sandra’s interaction with new healthcare roles and the PCM device itself.

 Alison Erridge:
By 2028 healthcare will be more integrated into everyday life and routines. I became interested in the way that we consume medicines. Precision medicine will allow for treatments to be more targeted and have less severe side effects, with this in mind can we transform treatment into a positive experience? 
‘Parlour’ is a service which provides cancer treatment in the form of ice cream. Using patients’ genetic data, collected via at home testing, the parlour creates the perfect precision medicines within the perfect ice cream, tailored specifically for your taste receptors and the way you experience flavour. 

Antonis Charalambous:
 The interactive exhibition aims to trigger an emotional response that will enable further troubling to the audience’s mind regarding the unexpected development of the future. The Decision maker is an engaging medium that considers lifestyle decisions, external factors and luck as contributors in placing the user in one of the two sides in society

Benjamin Laing:
According to the Precision Medicine Initiative, precision medicine is “an emerging approach for disease treatment and prevention that takes into account individual variability in genes, environment, and lifestyle for each person.” This approach will allow doctors and researchers to predict more accurately which treatment and prevention strategies for a particular disease will work in which groups of people. It is in contrast to a one-size-fits-all approach, in which disease treatment and prevention strategies are developed for the average person, with less consideration for the differences between individuals. My proposal ‘Capsule’ is a new pharmaceutical focused lifestyle brand that seeks to disrupt the current conceptual model associated with courses of cancer medication to create new rituals that are accessible, autonomous and unobtrusive. Through the creation of these rituals, Capsule aims to embed itself discreetly within the patient’s daily lifestyle to allow them to live their life emotionally separated from their illness

Charles Painter:
‘Perspective’ offers a new way to look at Cancer Treatment. Instead of piles of documents or endless leaflets, Perspective explains the aspects of each treatment that are relevant to you. You will be able to see, hear and feel how people with similar genes to you have found each of your available treatment options, giving you the clearest understanding of how each treatment may affect your life going forward. The goal of this is to help your Oncologist and Clinical Nurse work with you, to find the treatment which helps you live your life with Cancer as normally as possible.

Charlotte Smith:
Bloc Care connects data from personal monitoring devices, with the medical expertise of a clinician to improve the management of cancer treatment for all involved. The service is part digital application, part physical toolkit. Bloc tools replace traditional clinical apparatus, and interact with a digital application accessible on all tablets. When Blocs are placed on the tablet they display the data sets from the patients devices. Stacking Blocs displays the overlays between data sets, identifying medical emergencies and any concerning patterns. This allows for early detection and treatment of symptoms and contributes data to the precision medicine research pool. The interface then allows for quick and easy communication between patient and clinician to discuss the next step.

Clarisse Chapal:
I designed EDUC-cell in order to educate and facilitate communication around cancer and precision medicine. I identified three stakeholders that were facing major issues : doctors, their patients and designers. The first issue was the difficulty for doctors to announce diagnosis to their patients. Trying to find the right words without scaring them happens to be a real challenge. The second opportunity was the fact that current designers really want to know more about healthcare before designing for it. And the last insight is that patients struggle to understand their diagnosis and treatment options because of their complexity. Thus EDUC-cell allows them to educate one an other and make the communication easier while collaborating. The interactive platform stores all clay models and create a living 3D data bank over time.

Edward Allbutt:
NHS Homecare is a future service framework provided by the Scottish Healthcare System; specifically designed to cater for patients in unusual, spread-out locations.The service is founded on the idea that in the future, healthcare will be more significantly integrated into our home lives.NHS Homecare would be integrated into the patients' treatment process following a significant event like chemotherapy or radiotherapy, when at home recovering alone

Emma Strain:
The future of Precision Medicine is reliant upon continuous testing, trials, and engagement from a multitude of individuals at different stages of research. This future would benefit immensely by an opt-out system of collecting genetic data from citizens. Individuals do not trust issues surrounding data collection due to mishandling and scandals of the past, therefore an innovative solution must be created to transition from systems. In the transitional time from a selected number of individuals opting into the collection of their data, to citizens having informed consent on a complex issue; Symbiotic Community bridges the gap between citizens and the medical institutions. A campaign across Glasgow-linking together the creative industries, local councils, and healthcare professionals creates a system to engage and inform individuals in unexpected and joyful way

Erlend Prendergast:
Technology is becoming increasingly integrated into the fabric of society. Many of the products we use to mediate our everyday our lives are embedded with sensors which passively collect data, with or without our active participation. In the future, the growing presence of artificial intelligence within our lives will lead to an abundance of data about who we are as individuals; how we live, what we spend our money on, where we travel, how much we exercise. This data could play an important role in the delivery of precision medicine, which not only looks at a patient’s genetics, but takes into account their lifestyle and environment in order to personalise and optimise treatment and prevention strategies. My project explores the future relationship between artificial intelligence and clinical research - with a specific interest in how third party lifestyle and environment data could be used to facilitate a more effective selection process for clinical trials.

Eve Mccann:
Alli is a connected suite of devices which aims to provide older generational Cancer patients a more tailored healthcare plan. This includes; a patient’s self- reflective app, a light-based signalling tool and the nurse practitioners web portal. The three devices manage digitally weak patient’s emotional data collected from their digital interactions to detect changes in mood. Alli provides value by effectively detecting mood changes sooner and responding to them by adapting an individual patient’s pathway accordingly. This ensures more individualised care at the right time for the patient. E.g. If a patient is responding badly to new medication, this is noticed prior to their next planned clinical visit and changed.

Gabriela Karolak:
Thanks to the development of precision medicine, more and more people battle cancer and live as patients in remission. Life after cancer is never the same, and post-cancer patients often struggle getting used to the new normal. T•CARE Precision Care is an extension of precision medicine approach to taking care of patients in remission. Each patient receives high-quality personalised support from their own personalised AI carer. The carer has a deep understanding of a person’s various needs and provides everyday support in fulfilling them. Carer’s assistance allows people to create the new normal for themselves. The personal care assistant can be fully customised to e.g. resemble a loved one. It can be accessed through e.g. a bracelet which allows a post-cancer patient to always be accompanied by their hologram virtual care manager wherever they go.

Hanlin Zhang:
With the advancement of science and technology, the treatment of cancer has made a new breakthrough in the development of precision medicine. The improvement of medical technology will inevitably be accompanied by the improvement of medical services. Redefining the role of patient journey coordinator (PJC) and establishing a new multi-functional PJC department to build a new hospital eco-system dominated by the PJC, providing independent customized cancer treatment services with precision medicine for each cancer patient.

Lisa Kalt:
Collaborative Research Facilitators are former patients that act as a bridge of communication between drug trial participants and the researchers. The role builds on the existing patient representative (PPI). In its current forms PPI struggles with diversity and insufficient numbers of candidates as it has a number of barriers in place for most people who want to get involved. For example, it is unpaid and it requires candidates to bring transferrable skills with them. Taking advantage of the existing ties between Hospital, University and Art School the facilitator would receive training provided by the different institution. This form of apprenticeship would allow them to become fluent in each stakeholder’s way of communicating and can act as a translator between patient and research to enable their collaboration

Marie Fremin-Besombes:
Precision medicine is not enough developed for rare cancer patients but it can be improved faster with clinical trials. Nevertheless, cancer patients are usually scared of clinical trials. Trial engagement programme is fighting against the fear of the unknown and the stigma of cancer and clinical trials. With two different tools, patients can rely on the support of the programme in a hospital and in a home environment. Using Real-Time analytics and augmented reality the first artefact can demonstrate to the patient the extent of his cancer and compare medical records of other patients to find the most adapted clinical trial. Then, with a child book using augmented reality, parents can communicate about their cancer with their child. Trial Engagement is about taking part in the progress.

Monika Kantor:
By 2030 there will be over 4 million cancer survivors in the UK. Fear of cancer recurrence (FCR) might become a prominent clinical issue. Support provided by set of MAIA devices can reduce the risk of the cancer survivor being affected by FCR. Voice-controlled smart devices provide visual and vocal feedback. They allow a conversational experience and deliver guidance. MAIA educate loved ones of user on how to provide better support in their post-treatment life. MAIA monitors stress and emotion level and allows safe, fast follow-up blood tests at home giving the user control over their own health data. The data can be shared with a doctor and care team who can use such data to improve precision medicine clinical trials and cancer treatments. The future patients and cancer survivors would be better informed about possible side effects, risks and issues arising after they complete their treatments.

Morrighan Humpleby:
PreciseMe redefines the way patients receive their treatment at home, with a new home treatment environment and an improved patient file. The file focusing on medical and personal information. Questions designed to find out more about the patient’s home environment, and living circumstances, but also about the patient themselves; their routine, lifestyle and more. Each patient’s medical needs vary, and as does their personal needs, particularly if they’re expected to manage and complete treatments at home. PreciseMe creates a new home treatment environment; it’s a modular system that allows for tailoring to patients medical and personal needs. With four interchangeable aspects, each with their own purpose specific to medical factors such as diagnosis, amount of toxic drugs in their treatment plan, but also the level of physical/verbal contact required between patient and doctor.

Olga Mrozek:
In my future scenario I imagine that knowledge about genes and precision medicine is widely available. Medical and technological advances allow for more self/organism control and help to prevent cancer. The Perfect Us helps to find a partner compatible on a genetical level. More compatible genes result in longer lasting and stronger relationships. Moreover, it gives an opportunity to find the perfect person for reproduction. Using Perfect Us chip is easy, simply place it in a visible place on your body. It will analyse the air around you looking for particles of saliva normally found in human breath to find the perfect genomic match. When compatible saliva particles are detected the chip will vibrate. Strength of vibration/light will guide you towards your match, the closer you are the stronger it gets.

Sara Safrany:
HIn the year 2028 when Precision Medicine is the obvious answer to cancer treatment, the 
industry is still missing several different Precision Medicines because of the high variety of cancers and the different DNA variations. To provide everyone the same chance, Boost is helping to close the gap and introduce patients whom not yet have access to Precision Medicine to Clinical Trials to boost up the developing process for the missing drugs. As well as Boost is improving the patients' life by providing them with special benefits through the Boost service.

Sophia Klink:
The microbiome serves immunological, structural and metabolic functions. Scientific research has shown that gut bacteria contributes to the development of colorectal cancer thorough direct interaction with the host’s immune system. Whether the gut microbiota maintains health or promotes disease ultimately depends on the composition of microbiome and the balance within the microbial community of protective and detrimental bacterial populations. Diet has a strong impact on microbial composition, and the gut bacteria is capable of affecting the body’s natural anti-tumour responses as well as reactions to drug therapies. BiSeq uses machine learning algorithms propelled by advances in precision medicine to analyse patient microbial data. It provides personalised treatment, nutritional feedback and recommendations to optimise metabolism and responses to drug therapies.

Teresa Raina:
With the line between research and care blurring, so does the difference between patient and participant. When it comes to genomic research for precision medicine, high participation is key, and the benefits are for everyone. I wanted to create a system that turned the giving of our genome to research into a civic responsibility, and the consent process for it into a tool for engagement and transparency. By involving all citizens at the age of 21, the rate of participation in genomic research would increase as would the population’s general “genomic literacy”.

Victoria Hamilton:
A new, internal collective within the NHS has been envisaged to deliver a more bespoke method to the medical sector. This organisation is ‘Collective Care’ (CC), their task relates to supporting key medical stakeholders and in this instance, reviewing the relationship between staff and the future implications of Precision Medicine to create new and better futures. CC bridges the gap between design and healthcare.It is as creative as it is disciplined with an ultimate mission to make healthcare more interdisciplinary, driving management structures from their current to future forms. As Precision Medicine becomes more common, CC believe to achieve quicker and more efficient outputs the already established multidisciplinary meetings (MDT) platform should be evolved, and extended. CC are not proposing more meetings but would rather empower the said individuals attending these future meetings with tools and structures which turn outputs into actions and ultimately deliverables

Zarah Merchant:
In collaboration with Researchers at the Beatsons Cancer research centre, I was able to develop Qube. A user centred interface which allows for a more transparent and shared network of the clinical trial process within cancer care treatments, through the use of Blockchain Technology.

